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the future of science is network science



  

la scienza incontra Internet



  

realizzare il potenziale



  

cominciassimo oggi, 
come faremmo le cose?



  

enorme quantità di dati/documenti



  

“find me genes involved in signal 
transduction that are related to 

pyramidal neurons”



  

“find me potential drug targets for 
alzheimer’s disease, based on what is 

publicly known”
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why sc, why now?



  

realizzare il potenziale:
ridurre/eliminare 

le barriere inutili/dannose



  

“protocols”:
content licenses

materials transfer agreements
patent licenses

software licenses

tangible tools:
biological materials
drug compounds

research equipment / labs
software

“the canon”:
scholarly journals
fundamental data
state change data

public

private

mixed

infrastructure:
ICT

funding
names and meanings

mixed



  

prefix go: <http://purl.org/obo/owl/GO#>
prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
prefix mesh: <http://purl.org/commons/record/mesh/>
prefix sc: <http://purl.org/science/owl/sciencecommons/>
prefix ro: <http://www.obofoundry.org/ro/ro.owl#>

select ?genename ?processname
where
{  graph <http://purl.org/commons/hcls/pubmesh>
    { ?paper ?p mesh:D017966 .
      ?article sc:identified_by_pmid ?paper.
      ?gene sc:describes_gene_or_gene_product_mentioned_by ?article.
    }
  graph <http://purl.org/commons/hcls/goa>
    { ?protein rdfs:subClassOf ?res.
      ?res owl:onProperty ro:has_function.
      ?res owl:someValuesFrom ?res2.
      ?res2 owl:onProperty ro:realized_as.
      ?res2 owl:someValuesFrom ?process.
  graph <http://purl.org/commons/hcls/20070416/classrelations>
    {{?process <http://purl.org/obo/owl/obo#part_of> go:GO_0007166} 
      union
     {?process rdfs:subClassOf go:GO_0007166 }} 
      ?protein rdfs:subClassOf ?parent.
      ?parent owl:equivalentClass ?res3.
      ?res3 owl:hasValue ?gene.
     }
  graph <http://purl.org/commons/hcls/gene>
    { ?gene rdfs:label ?genename }
  graph <http://purl.org/commons/hcls/20070416>
    { ?process rdfs:label ?processname}
}

A SPARQL query spanning 4 sources

Mesh: Pyramidal Neurons

Pubmed: Journal Articles

Entrez Gene: Genes

GO: Signal Transduction

running code:  semantic web query 
/ four open government data sources
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300,000,000+ RDF “triples”
pre-formatted queries

analytic software under BSD

available for download and mirroring



  

copyrights, libraries, and the scholarly 
canon



  

half-life of STM article:  15 years
declassification of US gov’t documents:  25 

years
US copyright term: life of author + 70 years



  

“The only constraint on reproduction 
and distribution, and the only role for 
copyright in this domain, should be to 

give authors control over the integrity of 
their work and the right to be properly 

acknowledged and cited” - the Budapest 
Open Access Initiative
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140,000,000+ works online under 
creative commons licensing regime

licenses “ported” to 30+ countries

600+ peer-reviewed journals



  



  

unambiguously mark works as reusable



  



  



  



  

does the user of the article have the rights to:

 distribute?  
translate? 

aggregate multiple articles into virtual 
journals? 



  

Scholar’s Copyright Addendum Engine

1. unifies a fractured contract regime
2. harmonizes author rights (location, 

timing, document format)



  



  

deposit immediately, embargo public access
 

deposit with access immediately

deposit immediately under open copyright 
license



  



  



  

goals: 

lower barrier to opening negotiations
author education

empirical evidence of usage for policy 
debate

put the library in legal position to archive



  

journal-author agreements



  



  



  

37 law journals implementing worldwide

designed as abstract principles: not just 
for legal journals...

again:  put the library in legal position to 
archive



  

grazie

http://sciencecommons.org
http://sw.neurocommons.org

wilbanks@creativecommons.org
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